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but was from other reasons in grave distress ; after
the Napoleonic Wars the purchasing power of Europe
lessened, and demand for this costly product declined.
But in 1828 the burning of a cotton-mill in Belfast
induced its proprietors, the Mulhollands, to venture
on a cheaper production of linen by machinery. So
began what is now the York Street Spinning Company,
the biggest concern of its kind in the world. Yet
the industry was at first only in part brought under
factory conditions. Weaving by machinery only began
in Ulster twenty years later. The introduction of the
spinning mills had raised the population of Belfast
from 30,000 in 1816 to 100,000 in 1851: by 1881, after
the industrialisation was complete, Belfast had 208,000
people : since then it has doubled.
Meanwhile effects of this process had been felt
elsewhere. Spinning in cottages was at an end, and
a great deal of female labour was thrown out of employ-
ment. But at Deny an enterprise of making up the
linen into shirts and collars was launched, and so from
1840 onwards began the main industry of the second
city in Ulster. But whereas the linen industry is
now altogether conducted in great factories—except
for a handful of damask weavers who still make on
hand looms a fabric that no machine can equal—the
shirt making is very largely done in cottages by women
who work at home with machines leased out to them.
It would be rash to say that this home work is a
blessing to the North-west of Ireland. Workers earn
a pittance by it at the cost of health. And from its
lowest development to its highest, the linen trade
remembers its beginnings when people had to work
or starve. It has put bread into the mouths of
workers, it has found places at looms for vast multi-
tudes of women, and through it many wages can go
into one house. It employs in its various phases—
apart from shirt making—nearly 70,000 hands* But it
has been essentially an industry of low-paid labour,
However one may admire the keen industry of Belfast

